
I
n January we were blessed to go on

a trip that was better than we ever

imagined. A few years ago we found

that going somewhere warm after the

holidays was a nice respite from the

short days of winter in the northern hemi-

sphere. This year we found the “Legendary

Andes Crossing”, offered by Pioneros, the

company of Eduardo Finkel. Pioneros is the

only company offering a border crossing

from Chile to Argentina. Eduardo has been

offering this trip in January, February and

March since 2006. An average of 40 people

a year crosses with him. The trek took us

through the Aconcogua and Puteando val-

leys, following the Rocin and Volcan

Rivers. 

We followed the path of San Martin as he

took his troops through the Andes to fight

the Spanish in the war for independence,

only we did it in reverse. This was because

Argentina vaccinates for foot and mouth

disease and Chile does not. By starting in

Chile there was no risk that the trip would

be terminated. If there was an outbreak of

foot and mouth disease in Chile we could

still cross to Argentina because their live-

stock is vaccinated. However, if we started

in Argentina and that country had an out-

break we would not be able to go into Chile.

Either way, as they do not routinely vacci-

nate, the governments require that no do-

mestic animals cross the border or come in

contact with each other.

Day 1 

As promised, Eduardo met us outside of

customs at the Santiago International Air-

port. He took us in his truck to Los Andes,

a small town in the foothills of the Andes.

A stop along the way allowed us to see the

site of the Chacabuco battle which occurred

on February 12, 1817. Two days later, Feb-

ruary 14, San Martin entered Santiago de

Chile and declared independence from

Spain. Eduardo also gave us more details

about the ride which only whet our appetites

for this adventure. We had a great discus-

sion about mules, as John and I had re-

quested to ride mules. Mules have an

important place in Argentine and Chilean

history for transportation, carrying supplies,

ranch work and unfortunately as a food

source by the armies when needed.

We met the rest of the riders and the other

guides, Tatiana and Emilio, over a delicious

typical Chilean meal. There were 17 riders.

Besides John and I from Colorado, there

were three men from Tennessee, two ladies

from Argentina, three men from Argentina,

a young woman from Denmark, a couple

from London and four men from Peru.

We were given the “rules of the road’ and

sent off to our rooms with saddlebags in

hand to be packed by morning. Rules they

stressed were: wear sunscreen, drink a lot
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of water and eat a lot. We could live with

those!

Day 2

Up for breakfast in the hotel restaurant,

last minute errands for the guides and shop-

ping for a few items still needed by the rid-

ers and we were off in the vans. It was about

an hour trip to Los Patos where the horses,

mules and immigration officials waited.

Everyone pitched in to prepare the lunch

by taking chicken off the bone, cleaning and

cutting vegetables and fruit. A sandwich bar

was set up and we enjoyed a nice lunch

while the mountainous piles of gear were

packed onto the mules. The Chilean immi-

gration officers officially checked us out of

Chile. Finally, we were assigned our

mounts. I had a nice little mule named

“Macho;” John’s mule apparently had no

name. Since she was branded with an “RM”

he called her “Real Mula” of course with

the Spanish pronunciation. By mid after-

noon the 17 riders, 3 guides and 5 gauchos

headed off to the first campsite. The pack

mules were close behind.

It was a beautiful four-hour ride through

steep terrain; we arrived at camp Las Tejas

around dusk. We collected the drinking

water from the river so it had to be treated.

Eduardo told us it would be a good night to

sleep under the stars. The other nights will

probably be too cold. After an awesome

meal of Argentinean beef and roasted veg-

etables, we found spots around the camp for

our sleeping bags. The saddles they use are

South American recado saddles. Basically a

frame that is set on a thick layer of blankets;

a cinch goes over that layer. Several fleeces

are placed on top and another cinch over all.

These layers made great ground pads for

under the sleeping bags. The stars were in-

credible; with no ambient light to interfere

it is amazing what the heavens reveal!

Day 3

We were all up shortly after sunrise. Our

first assignment was to pack all the gear that

goes on the pack mules. The gauchos were

already gathering the animals that had been

grazing all night on the mountainside.

Never having packed a mule, I tagged along

with the head gaucho as he packed. They

obviously knew what they were doing; I

was impressed! While packing up, one mule

(fully loaded) decided to head home, and he

was making good time. One of the gauchos

was in quick pursuit and brought the way-

ward one back as well as headed off another

would be escapee. Fortunately the trails

were narrow with few places to go astray.

When all were packed and saddled we hit

the trail. We climbed the Rocin River Cayon

to an elevation of 11,000 feet. From there

we could see snow covered Mt. Aconcogua,

the highest mountain in the western hemi-

sphere at 22,841 feet. We descended a very

steep, switchback trail (happy to be on a

mule!), crossed the rushing waters of the

Rocin River several times and ended seven

hours later at beautiful El Cienego to make

camp. 

Since we had ridden non-stop, the first

priority was lunch. We were told we broke

records getting the tables and chairs set up

and lunch on the table. Hunger was a great

motivator! A bonus was a natural spring to

collect water, no treatment necessary. We

had ice cold Tang. Never knew it could taste

so good! After lunch we finished setting up

camp, and had a spaghetti dinner later that

night. Dinner and dishes are a group effort,

everyone pitches in somewhere at some

time and it all gets done. A little conversa-

tion around the campfire and we were off to

our tents.

Day 4

We were up in time to have all the tents

down by 0800. We had a four-hour ride and

an appointment at the Chilean border. We

saw a helicopter flying over all morning.

The helicopter’s presence was made clear at

the border patrol office. Evidently, a few

days earlier a new officer was appointed to

this area. He wanted to see his territory and

had been flown into this office. The helicop-

ter had been making trips with supplies. We

arrived just in time to see him take off, but

not before he posed for a few photos with

the group. He told Eduardo he thought the

trek would be a great way to see his territory

and that he might sign up for the February

ride. We were accompanied the rest of the

way by two Chilean border patrol officers.

Their purpose was two-fold. First, to make

sure we actually left the country and second

to make sure the Chilean and Argentinean

animals stayed separated. 



The rest of the ride was beautiful. Wild-

flowers, waterfalls, guanacos (the llama is

a domesticated guanaco) and a wild hare

were some of the sights. The gauchos enter-

tained us by chasing the wild hare while

whooping and hollering. 

We arrived at the border by early after-

noon. There was a monument and a rope

strung between two posts. Everything was

unloaded from the Chilean animals and we

said goodbye to our gauchos and border pa-

trol officers. The Argentinean equine and

gauchos had been over the hill and they

were then allowed to come to the border.

We had lunch while all the gear was

repacked. 

All the horses from Chile and Argentina

are “criollos”(native South American

horses) however the Chileans breed theirs

to be smaller and finer. The Argentinean

horses and mules are much taller and heav-

ier. We mounted up and rode the last few

hours to camp. I was now on a mule named

“Laguanita”, John was once again was on a

mule with no name. Because of the color,

he named him “Cafe au lait.” Along the way

we passed a camp with goat herders. They

seemed really isolated out here. Before de-

scending into the Valle Hermoso (beautiful

valley) we stopped for an incredible 360-de-

gree mountain top view, which again in-

cluded Mt Aconcogua. The trail down to the

valley was definitely not for the faint of

heart. The horses did well but there is a cer-

tain security that comes with being on a

mule. We were in this idyllic spot for two

nights. Tents were pitched, camp set up and

a great meal enjoyed. Eduardo pointed out

that since we had left Chile but had not yet

been through customs for Argentina we

were “officially” nowhere!



Day 5

The night before we had been given per-

mission to sleep in, have breakfast when-

ever we chose and spend the morning

exploring. With the Volcan River so close it

was a chance to bathe a little and rinse some

clothes. At 10,500 feet the water in invigor-

ating! While we were out hiking we saw

several skeletons of guanacos, there must be

quite a bit of puma activity at night.

After a tasty lunch of rice, peas, tuna and

hard-boiled eggs the gauchos gathered some

of the herd. For those who wanted it, there

was a beautiful ride up the valley toward

Mt. Aconcogua with many opportunities for

cantering. When we returned from the ride

the fires were blazing and goat meat was

cooking over hot coals. 

The gauchos had a busy day. First thing

in the morning they checked all the shoes

on every animal. They tacked up everyone’s

mount. A couple of others were shoeing two

of the horses and one was stitching the boot

of one of the riders. I was told my mule,

Laguanita, is only four years old. She was

awesome, very responsive, and comfortable

anywhere in the herd and she let me open

Velcro things, plastic noisy things and put a

big coat on and off without flinching.

At times there were some details that we

lost in translation. One of the gentlemen

from Argentina had fallen straight down on

his knee onto a rock and was quite sore.

Somehow a doctor showed up and gave him

an injection of Ketralac. We weren’t quite

sure why this doctor (pretty sure he was an

MD and not a vet) was hanging around the

gaucho’s camp. We think he was passing

through on a trek and was coincidentally

there when we needed him. I call that “a

God thing.” Anyway, the injection worked

wonders and Rodrigo was up and riding

with us the next day!

By the way, the goat was scrumptious!

Day 6

Today is a shorter day. We were ready to

leave about 1000. We headed out of the val-

ley the opposite direction of yesterdays ride.

It was another day of beautiful views. We

then rode through the wide Los Patos Val-

ley. I have never been to Death Valley, but I

suspect it is somewhat similar. Four hours

later we stopped for lunch at a spot nestled

between some rock outcroppings. Shade

and water were scarce. We had one pack

mule with us that carried the lunch and sup-

plies so it was pretty quick to get things

ready. We explored the surrounding rocks

and caves a bit, and then back on the trail.

After another hour of riding we arrived at

the campsite, Rancho de Lata. As we began

to unpack a cute little goat scolded us from

the hillside and ran into camp with what I

am sure were a few choice words before

running off to his clan. 

The mules and horses are always happy

to be unloaded and sent off to graze. The

bell mare leads the way, several are hob-

bled; I am always impressed with how

much and how quickly a hobbled mule can

cover ground. The gauchos will have a

chore in the morning, camp is at 9,300 feet

and all the animals are climbing much

higher.

Dinner was a real treat, goat stew with

carrots, potatoes, sweet potatoes, onions and

lentils. The temperature really drops when

the sun goes down, so the hot stew was ap-

preciated! Toasted marshmallows for

dessert, does it get any better?

Day 7

We were all packed and ready to go by

mid-morning. Today was the day for the big

climb over the summit. Once again, we had

one pack mule with us carrying the lunch

supplies. On a traverse across the mountain-

side his pack shifted and had to be repacked.

The horses and mules were great, hunkering

into the mountainside and waiting patiently

until it was done. Some condors gave us an

aerial show along the way; they are impres-

sive when they soar. We summated at

13,500 feet, it was snowing a little and there

was just enough snow on the ground in one

area to slide down and make a few snow-

balls. We stayed long enough to walk off the

kinks and get some group photos; a flask of

Pisco (a brandy made in both Chile and

Peru) was passed around for those who

wanted a celebratory sip. The trail down

was steep, but again the views were breath-

taking. Since the first day we have had chal-

lenging trails, but none like the one

encountered on this day, a very steep

switchback down a ridge between the con-

vergence of two rivers, each straight be-

tween the curves no more than one to two

mule lengths. One spot had high walls on

either side, and it is amazing the pack mules

fit through! As Laguanitas head extended

over the cliff, I reminded myself that her

feet were much further back. I gave her

plenty of rein and let her choose her steps!

At the bottom there were sighs of relief and

a shared feeling of accomplishment. When

we arrived at the spot where lunch is usually

taken, the group decided to continue the two

hours to camp instead of stopping. We



crossed the river we were following several

times. The sound of the rushing water and

the waterfalls were a nice accompaniment

along the way. It was about 6:45p.m. when

we arrived at Penon Colorado (red rocks)

our last camp of the trip. Needless to say,

we were ravenous and I am sure set another

record getting food set up. 

I have been amazed several times during

this trip. We leave camp in the morning be-

fore the pack mules are fully loaded. I look

back during the day and never see them in

the distance behind us, yet, they always

show up within minutes of our arrival at

camp. Stealth packs mules.

As Jenny and Sam (from London) were

setting up their tent. Jenny moved a rock

and found a spider the likes of which I have

only seen at the zoo! With the help of

Emilio it was relocated and we all vowed to

check our boots in the morning.

After the “kitchen” was set up Emilio

went to work making pizzas. They were

“baked” by putting a pot on top of the pizza

and coals on the top of the pot. I must admit

they were really good pizzas, as good as any

I have ever made at home. Fireside chat,

then off to bed.

Day 8

It was hard to believe this was the last day

of our glorious adventure. There was a lot

of up and down riding, in and out of ar-

royos. A few hours into the ride we saw

trees way off in the distance, the first trees

we had seen since day one. Eduardo told us

that was our destination.

We stopped at the area where San Martin

organized his troops and supplies in 1817.

He crossed with 10,000 mules, 1600 horses

and 500 cattle. That must have been an im-

pressive sight at this spot almost 200 years

ago. Eduardo is very knowledgeable and an

enthusiastic historian regarding San Martin

and the war for independence. It was a real

treat when we came upon a group of young

men dressed in full regalia carrying the flag

of the “Army of the Andes”. They were

reenacting San Martins trek across the

Andes. It was a great photo-op!

After 130 miles in seven days the animals

knew we were almost home, as they picked

up the pace. We all had mixed emotions as

we entered the ranch. We were sad to be

saying goodbye to the gauchos and mounts

that made this trip possible. However, now

that we were back we all heard the showers

calling!

This ended the ride. I will spare you the

details of the Argentinean immigration of-

ficer who took several hours to check us

through. Perhaps we shouldn’t have let the

Brits go first. They said Argentina has not

liked England for the last four kings! I will

also spare you the details of the back end of

our bus getting stuck on a portion of the

washed out road. We did make it to our

hotel in Uspallata before midnight where

we were treated to freshly baked empanadas

and ice-cold beer. 

This was an amazing trip, one we will re-

member forever. We met some wonderful

people from around the world and hope our

paths cross again. There were many stories

of other rides they had done. Who knows

what next year will bring? I wonder if these

other trips have mules available.




